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Stephen Leacock was a Canadian political scientist, teacher and writer. This biography underlines his childhood, life, achievements, works & timeline. Stephen Leacock - Biography and Works. Read Famous Stephen Leacock High School Alumni - Biography.com
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Stephen Leacock Biography. Stephen Leacock was a Canadian political scientist, teacher and writer. This biography underlines his childhood, life, achievements, works & timeline. Quick Facts. Birthday: December 30, 1869. Stephen Butler Leacock was an English-born Canadian writer, teacher, political scientist and humorist. He was a polyglot having proficiency in English, French and German. Leacock's stories are masqueraded with humor and mainly revolve around himself and his life-events. His works reflect a noticeable satirical element - a fine line between hilarity and absurdity. Leacock was always an educator and this trait was clearly visible in all his literary and creative pursuits. He efficiently combined pathos with satire and topped it with subtlety and irony.